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Funda¢_oCoordenaE_ode Aperfe/Eoamentode Pe$$oa/de N/vel Super/or - CAPES(Higher Education
Authority]. CAPES,like CNPq was created in 1951. It is a foundation of the Ministry of Education that
participates in the formulation of policies regarding postgraduate education and the formation of human
resources in numerous areas, including scientific and technological development. Among its programmes
are: teacher and technician training; academic development, special training programmes, postgraduation
sensustr/cto,postgraduation overseas, visiting professor programme, support for graduation studies sensu
/ato,and training for elementaryand high school teachers. In addition to these programmes, CAPESsupports
scientific events and the participation of university professors, teaching staff and researchers. It also
supports the improvement of postgraduate courses and provides grants and scholarships for Master'sand
Doctoral degree students (see Table 2).
Table 2. Number of postgraduate scholarships granted by CAPESin areas related to biodiversity.

Chemistry

228

334

330

208

382

270

Oceanography

48

57
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33

General Biology

185

191

156

90

138

133

Genetics

164

151

182

69

107

142

Botany

140

118

123

69

102

99

Zoology

195

160

186

78

173

181

Ecology

135

131

138

74

136

,107

Biochemistry

137

105

112

92

98

111

62

41

56

42

55

60

Microbiology

110

123

98

40

53

65

Parasitology

72

53

52

45

79

81

190

167

155

32

75

82

Pharmacy

56

87

75

7

36

33

Agronomy

124

675

608

263

423

449

Forest Resourcesand
Forest Engineering

135

112

97

20

' 44

55

Multidisciplinary

306

264

218

74

94

134

Pharmacology

Chemical Engineering

Funda¢_ode Arnparo_ Pesquisado Estadode _o Pau/o - FAPESP:PrograrnaB/ota/FAPESP
[S§o Paulo
State ResearchSupport Foundation- FAPESP:Biota Programme/FAPESP].The FAPESPBiota Programme,
Znstituto Virtual da Biodiversidade[Virtual Institute for Biodiversity], was begun in 1999 to provide a
structure for systematic data collection, and to organize and disseminate information on the biodiversity of
the state of SEe Paulo. The major aim of Biota/FAPESPis to inventory and characterize the biodiversity of
the state, allowing for the definition of measuresfor its conservation, of its economic potential and for its
sustainable use. The programme is supporting 37 research projects on biodiversity in the state of S_o
Paulo. For more information see: www.biota.org.br.

The Ministry of Science and Technology maintains the following programmes:
· ProgramaAnt_rt/¢oBra$//e/ro - PROANTAR[Brazilian Antarctic Programme]· Scientific research and
associated activities of Brazil on the Antarctic continent/Research projects are related to environmental
questions.They take into account the goals and directives of the Po#t/caNaciona/paraAssuntosAnt_rb_os
- POLANTAR
[National Policyfor Antarctic Affairs] and the programmesand scientific initiatives proposed
by the Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research- SCAR,linked to the International Council of Scientific
Unions - ICSU. Logistic support for the PROANTARresearch projects is provided by the Ministry of the
Navy,and its oceanographic operations vessel"Ary Rongel".The Ministry further maintains the Antarctic
Station "Comandante Ferraz", installs and maintains outposts and encampments and, in collabbration
with the For_aA_rea Bras//eira- FAB-Nmaer[Brazilian Air Force - FAB/Mmaer], provides transport for
the researchersand base personnel.
· Programade Capac/ta_o de RecursosHumanospara Ativ/dadesEstratdg/cas-RHAE[Programme for
the Capacity-building of Human Resourcesfor Strategic Activities - RHAE]. One of the eligibility criteria
RHAE projects is the development of environmental technology (utilization of Brazilian bJodiversity,
ecosystems management, treatment of residues, environmental administration and management, and
certification norms ISO 14000).
· ProgramaPilotopara Prote_o das Florestas Tropica/sdo Brash(PPG7)/$ubprograma Ci_nc/ae Tecnologia
[Pilot Programme for the Protection of BrazilianTropical Forests (PPG7)/ Science and Technology Sul_programme]. The Science and Technology sub-programme is coordinated by a Technical Secretariat
linked to the $ecretariade Po//t/£ase Procjramasde C&T[Secretariat for Policiesand Programmes in
· Scienceand Technology] of the Ministry of Scienceand Technology(MCT). The principal objective is to
promote and disseminate scientific knowledge and technology relevant for the conservation and rational
useof naturalresourcesin the Amazon.PhaseI of the Sub-programme,begun in 1995,hastwo components:
Oentrosde Ci_ncia- CC [Science Centres] and Projetode PesquisaD/nq/da- PPD [Directed Research
Projects- PPD].The ScienceCentres'component, concluded in 1999, provided institutional strengthening
for two traditional research centres in Amazon: the MuseuParaenseEWi#iO
Goe/di-/VlPEG[Em[lib Goeldi
Museum- MPEG],Bel6m, and the InstitutoNadona/de Pesquisas
da Amaz_nia- INPA [National Institute
for Amazon Research- INPA], Manaus.Twenty-three research projects were carried out within the PPD
component frem 1996 to 1999, and another 30 are in progress. Phase II of the Sub-programme is
currently in preparation and will set up thematic research networks to provide the basis for objective and
adequate responsesto the major questions affecting the Amazon region today·
· _ ProgramaC'i_nciae Tecno/ogia
para Gest_ode Ecossistemas[Science and Technology Programme for
the Administration and Management of Ecosystems]· See comments on Question 177.
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Projetode Capac/ta_goTdcn/caem Manejo ?/oresta/de Irnpacto Reduz/de- ProManejo012 (Governodo
Acre) [Project of Technical Capacity-building in Reduced Impact Forestry Management - Promanejo 012
(Government of the State of Acre)]. The goal of the Projeto Pi/oto de Manejo F/oresta/e Capacitacgo
Tgcn/cano Plunic/p/ode Sena Pladureira,Acre - PROMATEC[Pilot Project of Forest Management and
TechnicalCapacity-building in Sena Nadureira, State of Acre] isto promote reduced-impact forest exploitation
in the Amazon, guaranteeing specifically the development of the timber industry in the State of Acre. It is
managed by the Funda¢gode Tecno/og/ado Estadodo Acre- FUNTAC[Technological Foundation of the
State of Acre - FUNTAC]and the SecretariaExecutivade F/orestase Extrativ/smo-SEFE[ExecutiveSecretariat
for Forestsand Extractivism- SEFE].Resourcesare provided by Promanejo(PPG-7/Ministryof Environment/
IBAHA) in the area of the A. F. G. Oliveira Company· Institution responsible: FUNTAC.Budget: Resources
requested from Pro Manejo - U$224,192.00; Total - U$520,307.00.
Programade Capacitacgode ComunidadesExtrat/vistasdo Estadodo Acre [Programme for the Capacitybuilding in Extractivist Communities of the State of Acre]. With access to resourcesprovided by the Fundo
de Amparo ao Traba/hador- FAT [Worker's Support Fund - FAT] in association with the Empresa de
AssistgnciaTgcn/cae ExtensgoRura/- EPIATER/AC[Rural Extension and Technical AssistanceCompany EHATER/AC],the aim is to benefit rural populations in the State of Acre· Extractivist workers face diverse
and complex situations in their livelihood· This programme provides professional training for them, most.
particularly regarding the adoption of sustainable production models, often in remote areas· Institutions
responsible: Seeretariade Estadoda Produ¢go- EPRO[State Secretariatfor Production - EPRO];$ecretaria
Execut/vade F/orestae Extrat/v/smo- $EFE[Executive Secretariat for Forests and Extractivism - SEFE];
FATand SEFE.Budget: R$300,OOO.OO.
Question 177.
ProgramaC/gnc/ae Tecno/ogia
para a GestgodeEcos$/sterna$
[Scienceand Technology Programmefor the
Administration and Managementof Ecosystems].This programme was developed by the Ministry of Science
and Technology(Mc'r). Tt includes the following activities relevant for research and training in areas related
to the conservation and sustainable.use of biodiversity:
Researchand development on the composition and dynamics of Brazilian ecosystems;
· the application of science and technology within the Pilot Programme for the Protection of Brazilian
Tropical forests;
· maintenance and expansion of the library of the MuseuParaenseEm//ioGoe/d/[Emilio Goeldi Museum],
BelSm;
· preservation and expansion of the library of the Instituto Naciona/de Pesquisasda Arnaz5n/a- INPA
[National Institute for Amazon Research- INPA]. Coordinated by the ZNPAPrograma de Co/ec_ese
AcervosCleat[rices[Scientific Works and Collections Programme];
development of studies on the dynamics and composition of Amazon ecosystems;
· research and development in the IViamiraufiState Sustainable Development Reserve.

Projeto de Monitoramentode Areas Desflorestadasna Amaz_niatoga/- PRODE$(Instituto de Pesquisas
Espada/s- INPE) [Monitoring Deforestation in the Legal Amazon - PRODES(National Institute for Space
Research- INPE)]. Part of the Prograrna¢i_nciae Tecno/ogia
para Gest_ode Ecossistemas[Science and
Technology Programme for the Administration and Management of Ecosystems)of the Ministry of Science
and Technology (MCT). The project covers an enormous area (a little more than half of the entire country)
and is of enormous importance in its impact on discussions regarding social, economic and environmental
aspectsof the development of the region, providing the technical and scientific basis for the government to
monitor and hopefully prevent the devastation of the most diverse and largest remaining tropical forest
wilderness in the world. More information available at www,inpe.br.
Projetode Conserva95oe Ublizac_oSustent_ve/da DiveraidadeBioldgtdaBras#eira- PROBIO[Project for
the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Brazilian Biological Diversity - PROBIO].The goal of PROBIOis to
support the BrazilianGovernment in the development of the ProgramaNaciona/da DiversidadeBio/6g/caP£ONABIO [National Biodiversity Programme - PRONABIO] by providing incentives for demonstrative
subprojects, generating and disseminating information on biodiversity, and by identifying priority actions
and facilitating partnerships between the public and private sectors. PROBIOis the result of the Donation
Agreement TF 28309, signed 5th June, 1996,between the BrazilianGovernmentand the Global Environmental
Facility (GEF)(funds managed by The World Bank). PROBIObegan in 1997 with a budget of US$2Omillion.
US$1Omillion was provided by GEF and the World Bank, and a matching fund of USS10million was set
aside by the BrazilianGovernment. The FundoBrasi/eiroparaa Biodiversidade
- FUNBIO[BrazilianBiodiversity
Fund FUNBIO], a private fund, was created at the same time. PROBIOand FUNBIO are considered to be
complementary; one a State fund and the other private. PROBIOiscoordinated by the Ministry of Environment
(MMA) and managedby the Cerise/hoNaciona/deDesenvo/vimento
Cient#icoe Tecno/6gico
- CNPq)[ National
Council for Scientific and TechnologicalDevelopment - CNPq),which selects and finances the subprojects.
FundagSo0 Botic_riode Prot_5o _ Natureza [The Botic_rio Foundation for Nature Protection) provides
financial support for conservation projects. To date, 837 projects have been approved. Of the various subprogrammes, 555 were related to "Protected Areas'; "Wildlife Protection and Research"and "Green Areas"
and 282 were "Other Grants". These projects, totaling US$4,712,529.61,were distributed amongst the five
regions of Brazil according to Table 3.
Table 3. Projects supported by The Botic_rio Foundation in different regions of Brazil.

Midwest

82

364.094.703,20

524.920,03

Northeast

101

77.336.814,56

752.062,42

59

110.047.417,05

387.005,60

Southeast

230

617.596.286,07

1.285.046,58

South '

362

1.683.288.158,88

1.763.494,98

North

* Projectsby stateare listedat _/_w.fundacaoboticarLQ,org;br.
Question 178.
Projeto
Genorna [Genome Project]. Developed by the Ministry of Science and Technology (MCT), the
budget is R$355.2 million for the period of 2000-2003. Principal resL_ltsinclude:. Rede dos Genornas£egiona/s[Regional Genome Network]: Seven projects researching the structure
and functioning of the genomes of organisms of interest to health and agriculture: Midwest, Minas
Gerais, Northeast, Trypanosomacruz/,Paran_, Rio de Janeiro, and Bahia.
· The Rede Naciona/de $eqOenciamentode DNA-[National Network of DNA Sequencing] involves 26
laboratories, with bioinformatics support provided by the LaboratdrioNaciona/deCornputa¢6o£ient/fica

Cha

·

·

·
·

- LNCC [National' Laboratory of Scientific Computing - LNCC]. Sequencing of the bacterium
Chromobacter/umv/o/aceumis almost complete.
Support for the LaboratdrioNaciona/de Computa_o Cient/fica- LNCC[National Laboratory of Scientific
Computing - LNCC]and the Laboratcfrio
Neciona/deBio/ogiaMo/ecu/arEstrutura/daAssecia¢_oNeciona/
deLuzS/ncroton-ABTLus ]National Laboratory of Structural MolecularBiology of the National Association
of Sincroton Light - ABTLus].
Coopera_ffoBrasi/-Argentinaem B/otecno/og/a-CBAB
[Brazil-Argentina Cooperation in Biotechnology CBAB], with the implementation of'12 courses during 2001, and 13 projects approved in the last
meeting of the B/national Council.
Reportson the activities of the International Centre for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology(ICGEB),
and the selection of 15 cooperative project proposals.
[
The Projeto Genomado Euca/ipto[Euca/yptusGenome Project], began in February 2002, focusing on !
the sequencing of transforming of Euca/?ptusgenomes.
A meeting on technology was held in May 2002 with the Chinese delegation responsible for the BrazilChina Cooperation Programme.

[

i ProgramaPilotopara a Prot_o &s F/orestasTropicaisdo Bras//PPG7]Pilot Program for the Protection of
the Tropical Forests of Brazil PPG7]. See comments on Question 84.
Experimentode GrandeEsca/ada Biosfera-Atmosfera
naAmazo_nia
- LBA[Large-ScaleBiosphere_Atmosphere
Experiment in Amazon - LBA]. An international research initiative headed by Brazil, LBA aims to increase
our understanding of the functioning of the climate, ecology, biogeochemistry and hydrology in Amazon,
the impact of land-ese change, and the interaction between Amazon and the global biogeophysical system.
LBA researches two major questions-using a muir/disciplinary approach, integrating studies of physical,
chemical, biological and human sciences:
How does the Amazon function, at present, as a regional entity?
· How will the changes in land use and climate affect the biological, chemical and physicalfunctioning of
the Amazon, including its sustainability and its influence on global weather?
More information available at: http://Iba.cptec.inpe.br/Iba/index.html.
Projeto do Tro_o/co
L)m/do- PTU [Humid Tropics Project - PTU]. The Humid Tropics Project promotes
programmes that will lead to the creation of thematic networks of research and development groups for
the investigation of aspects of economic, social and strategic relevance for the Amazon region. Projects are
favoured which are multidisciplinary, involving institutional partnerships and an integrated approach, to
facilitate the transfer and appropriate use of the knowledge gained for the sustainable development of the
Amazon. No projects were selectedfor the PTU in 2001, but 11 were financed at the end of 2000 and are
in progress. Financing for these projects totaled R$1,700,000.00 (Capital and Costs). Scholarshipsare not
awarded for these projects. See: www,cnpq.br/areas/terrameioambiente/ptu/iedex.htm
ProgramasB_s/£osdo CNPq[Basic Programmes of CNPq]. Basic Programmes are projects designed to
advance competence and capacity in the traditional fields of knowledge. Operationally, they are different
from other programmes because they respond directly to the demands of the scientific community based
on the criteria of competence and merit along with assessmentsof priority resulting from evaluations of the
status and progress in the diverse areas of scientific research. The Basic Programmes for Botany, Zoology,
Ecology/Limnology and Oceanography are included in the Coordenag_oGera/do Programade Pesqu/sas
em Cie_ncias
da Terrae Me/oAmb/ente[General Coordination for the ResearchProgramme in Earth Sciences
and Environment].

Botany

194,927.00

Zoology

184,406.00

Ecology/ Limnology

202,692.78

Oceanography, Fishing Resourcesand Fishing Engineering

775,089.60

See:
www.cnpq.br./ar_as/terra meioambiente/conhecim_nto/botanica/index,hJ:m.
www.cnpq.br/areas/terra, m_ioambiente/conhecimento/zoologia/index.htm.
www.cnpq.br/areas/terra meioambienteJconhecimento/_cologia limn_logia/Jndex,htm.
www.cnpq,br/areas/terra_meioambiente/conhecimentQ/oceanograff_/index.h_m.
Programa WAVES[Water Availability, Vulnerability of Ecosystems and Society in North-eastern Brazil WAVESProgramme]. This programme involves cooperation among a number of German and Brazilian
institutions under the auspices of an agreement between CNPq/IBAMA/DLR.It focuses on the development
of integrated mathematical models as tools in the search for strategic solutions related to global climate
change. The programme is interdisciplinary, including the fields of hydrology, ecology, meteorology,
climatology, pedology, agronomy and social and economic sciences.Two regions in the state of Piau[were
chosen (Vale de Gurgueia/Projeto Piloto e Picos) and one in the state of Cearcl (Tau_). Approximately
R$114,006.35 were spent on this programme in 2001.
ProgamaMADAM(Mangrove Dynamicsand Management Programme - MADAM].A programme conceived
jointly by Brazilian and German scientists and financed by the German Government through its Ministry of
Education, Science, Researchand Technology (BMDF)(www.bmbf. de), and by Brazil through the Conse/ho
Nadona/deDesenvolvimento
Cient/ficoe Teonol_gico
- CNPq[NationalCouncilfor Scientific and Technological
Development - CNPq]. MADAM is a programme of the Land-Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone LOICZ, itself a sub-programme of the International Geosphere-BiosphereProgram (IGBP). MADAMis also
recognized by UNESCO'sMan and Biosphere (MAB) programme. The study area of the MADAMproject is
about 150 km south of the Amazon estuary; a strip (up to 20 km wide) of 110 km 2 of mangroves. This area
is considered especiallyappropriate for the interdisciplinary initiatives of MADAM.See: www.cnpq,br/area_/
cooperacaoint?nadonal/convenios/madam.htm and comments on Questions 252 and 253.
PrograrnaAntgrtico Brasi/eiro- PROANTAR[Brazilian Antarctic Programme]. This programme supports
substantial scientific research in the Antarctic. Besidescontributing to the consolidation of Brazil's presence
there, the main motivation for CNPq'ssupport of scientific research in Antarctica is the increasing recognition
that past and present natural phenomena, events and processes in the austral continent have a major
influence on the environmentof the entire planet. In 2001, PROANTAR
granted RS576,142.90 for scholarships
and supports. See: www.cnpq.br/areas/terra_meioambiente/proantar/index.htm.
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A number of Brazilian television shows deal with biediversity conservation. The most important are:
· G/ohoEco/og/a.Presented by the TI/G/ohoin association with the Fundag_oRobertoMar/nho[Roberto
MarinhoFoundation], this programme presentsinformation on Brazilian biomesand endangered species.
The language is simple and the images and computer generat_l graphics make the messages easily
understandable for the general public.
· Tornda Mata. Presented by CanalFutura,the show stimulates the development of activities related to
. environmental protection - especially in the Atlantic Forest- besides musical education, using different
materials, methods and pedagogical innovations. The composer and singer Tom Jobim's work and his
passion for the Atlantic Forest are the basis of this project.
"UrnPgde Qug';This programme shows numerous speciesof the Brazilian flora. [t begins with general
botanical aspects such as origins, physical characteristics, and flowering times and then relates them to,
moments in Brazil's history.
· Torndo PantanaZThis project serves 800 schools and about 800,000 students from a number of
regions of Brazil. [ts goal is to promote interdisciplinary environmental education, showing the students
the importance of the preservation and sustainable development of the Pantanalof Mato Grosso.Kits of
teaching materials were distributed to the schools. The kits include 13 videos, including a presentation
video, one on capacity-building, and one on environmental education, and a further 10 on specific
themes); a cassette tape with songs by several local composers and composers from other Brazilian
regions; a songbook with sheet music of musical education activities; a game based on the Pantanalto
stimulate curiosity and discover the environmental characteristics of each location; a teacher's book;
and an experiment kit for performing assessmentsof local environmental conditions.
G/ohoReporter.Biodiversity, research, conservation and environmental problems are among the many
documentary themes of this programme, presented by TI/G/obo_ More information available at:
www.globo.com/globor eporter.
question
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PrograrnaPar_metrosem Agio - Pleio Arnbientena Esco/a[Parameters in Action - Environment in the
School]. The strategic goal of this programme, developed by the Ministry of Education, is the
institutionalisation of environmental education in the teaching system. It contributes to the development of
integrated activities that involve the school staff, students and the community in helping teachers to include
environmental education in their curricula, as well as in the development of educational projects by schools.
The programme is the result of a partnership among state and municipal education authorities, universities
and non-governmental organizations, The material produced is divided into two kits; one helps the group
coordinators in training the teachers, and the second contai0s materials for teachers to set up their class
activities.
The programmes Tornda Plataand Torndo Pantana/are for teacher-training purposes (see comments on
Question 182).
Funda_o 0 Bot/c_riode Prote_o _ Natureza - Co/e_o B/orna$[The Botic_rio Foundation for Nature
Protection - The Biomes Collection]. This educational kit contains seven booklets, a video tape and a user's
guide, and provides basic information on Brazilian biomes, using language and a presentation directed to
the non-expert public. It can be used in a number of different educational practices. The seven booklets
and videotape explain about the diversity and principal natural characteristics of Brazilian biomes (Amazon
Forest, Caatinga, Cerrado, Pantanal, southern gtasslands and Araucar/aForest, Atlantic Forest and Coastal
and marine environments). There is also a guide with suggestions as to how to usethe material. Distribution
is through workshops involving teachersfrom the Paran_state education network. They will act as multipliers.
Schools receive the Collection only after their teachers go through the training session.The distribution of
the Collection began in September 2002, with an event in which 60 teachers participated. They were
responsible for training about 600 other teachers in 130 schools in the city and metropolitan district of
CuriUba. Five hundred and fifty Collections have been distributed and five other teaching workshops are
planned for 2003 in order to cover the entire state of Paran_.To date, R$120,000.00 have been invested in
this initiative. Hore information available at www.fundacaoboticario.org.br/sql/FBPN/Portal/
portal_fund frameset.asp.

I
?undaEKo0 8ot/cgr/ode Ptote¢_o_ Natureza- Expo$/o_e$
It/nerantes[The Botic_rio Foundation for Nature
Protection - Travelling Exhibits]. Eleven exhibits were created, each with 10 large poster displays. They are
lent to schools and other interested institutions. Exhibits: Protected Areas; Water; Salto Morato Natural
Reserve;The Botic_rio Foundation for Nature Protection; Atlantic Forest; Amazon Forest; Braziliansavannah;
Pantanal(swamplands); Caatinga; Southern grasslandsand AraucariaForest; BrazilianCoast. These exhibits
have already been on show in the states of S_o Paulo (eight institutions), Paran_ (32 institutions), Santa
Catarina (two institutions), Bahia (fiv_ institutions), Minas Gerais (one institution), Esplrito Santo (one
institution), Rio de lane/re (two institutions), P/au[(one institution), Rio Grande do Sul (four institutions) and
the FederalDistrict (two institutions). Approximately RS 120,000.00 has been invested in this initiative.
Funda¢_o0 Boticgriode Prote¢Ko_ Natureza - Esta¢_oNatureza [The Botic_rJoFoundation for Nature
Protection - The Nature Station]. This is a permanent exhibit with complementary elements for audiences
of different ages, levels of knowledge and life experiences. Its format combines interaction and information
to promote an effective mobilization for the conservation of nature. Learning is self-motivated and involves
multiple experiencesthat stimulate various senses, making it easier to learn and absorb the information. It
is housed at the Shopping Esta_o, one of the biggest shopping centres of the city of Curitiba. Esta(;§o
Natureza invites visitors to embark in a trip through the Brazilian biomes - Amazon forest, Caatinga,
Cerrado, Pantanal, Araucariaforest, Atlantic forest, coastal ecosystems_nd southern grasslands- home to
about 20% of the planet's animal and plant life. Open for approximately one year, the exhibit has already
been seen by more than 18,000visitors, from 24 Brazilianstates and the FederalDistrict, and from 21 other
countries. It has served more than 130 schools, most from the state and Local education network.
Programade Educa_'_oe $ens/b/liza¢_oPc)b/icado Estadodo Rio Grandedo $u/[Rio Grande do Sul State
Education and Public Awareness Programme]. The goal of this programme is to inform and incorporate
people in environmental management and biodiversity protection programmes, initiatives:
· Establishment of interpretative nature trails in protected areas;
· Development of the educational-informative material for protected aEeas;
· 3 a ConfergnciaNun/c/pa/do Neio Ambiente de PortoAlegre [III Porto Alegre Municipal Environment
Conference].
Question 184.
European Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA) Rainforest Campaign. The EAZA Rainforest Campaign
for the Atlantic forest and the four lion tamarin species was a two-year fund-raising effort, targeting
especially European zoos which maintain lion tamarins in their collections. Ninety EAZA zoos from 20
different countries participated in the campaign with activities ranging from poster exhibits to a total
transformation of the zoo into a South American landscape. The campaign increased awareness about
conservation programmes for,the Atlantic Forest, using the lion tamarins as flagship species, and informing
on other Atlantic Forest threatened species. It officially ended at the Annual EAZAConferencein Barcelona,
17m-22® September 2002. By 16thSeptember 2002, the campaign had raised Euro 145.876,99, but this
only covered contributions from around 60% of the participants, and the expectations were of more than
Euro 200,000 by the end of 2002, when most zoos condude the official part of their campaign. The funds
raisedwill make up a permanent fund for lion tamarin conservation activities in situ.The Campaign Planning
Group was David Field (Dublin Zoo, Ireland), Bengt Hoist (CopenhagenZoo, Denmark), Kristin Leus (Antwerp
Zoo, Belgium), and ]eremy ]. C. Nallinson (until recently of the Durrell Wildlife Conservation Trust, Jersey).
More information available at w_vw.eaza.net.
Question 185.
Component 6 (Education, Public Awareness, Information and Communication about Biodiversity) of the
Poi/t/caNaciona/da B/od/vets/dado
[National Biodiversity Policy], established by Decree 4339 22® August,
2002, defines directives about education and public awareness and for the administration, management
and communication of information on biodiversity. It promotes the participation of society, including
Indigenous communities, "quilombolas" (descendants of fugitive slave communities), and other local
communities, in the conservation of biodiversity, the sustainable use_)f its components and the fair and
equitable distribution of the benefits generated by the use of genetic resources, components of genetic
patrimony and the associated traditional knowledge. However, action plans with goals and deadlines have
yet to be developed. For more information, see: www,mma.gov, br/biodiversidad_/estrateg/politica/
decreto2.html#c6.
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Question 186.
Studies have yet to be carried out to determine the resources needed to promote the strategic use of
educational and communication tools.
Question 187.
There are environmental education components in the FundoNac/ona/doMe/oAmb/ente- FNMA[National
Environment Fund- FNMA],the Programade Desenvq/v/mento
doAgroneg_/o - PRODE4GRO[Development
Programme for Agribusiness PRODEAGRO]and the Plane Agropecu_r/o e F/o,resta/ de Rond_n/a PLANAFLORO
(Plan for Agriculture, Cattle-breeding and Forests in Rondbnia - PLANAFLORO],Programa
Nac/ona/deEducableArnb/enta/- PNEA[National Environmental Education Programme- PNEA],$oc/edade
Civ//Mamirau_,and Extract/v/st Reserves(RESEX).
The NGOIPE- Inst/tutode Pesqu/sasEco/6g/ca$[IPE- Institute for Ecological Research],based in Nazar_
Paulista, S_o Paulo,works particularly with the Mov/mento$em Terra- MST[Landless Movement - MST]
in promoting reforestation and the establishment of forest corridors between forest fragments in the far
west of the state of S_o Paulo, centred on the Morro do D/abe State Park, Pontal do Paranapanema.This
pioneer initiative promotes both environmental education and conservation and ecodomic benefits for the
communities involved.
Question 188.
The Ministry of Education coordinates environmental education programmes at the government level. In
order to achieve its mission, the Coordena_So-Gera/deEduca_5oAmb/enta/- COEA[General Coordination
for Environmental Education - COEA] has defined two main lines of action, in accordance with the Po//tica
Nac/ona/de Educa_5oAmb/enta/[National Policy for Environmental Education) - Law 9795/99. They are:
Projects for Environmental Education in schools
Introduction of environmental topics in primary school curricula - PCNem A_Sode Me/oAmbiente[PCN
in Environmental Action]
See comments on Question 183.
Question 189.
Brazil, NEC. 1998. A Irnplanta_5oda Educa_SoAmbienta/no Bras//[Environmental Education in Brazil].
Minist_rio de Educac;_oe Cultura (NEC), Secretaria de Educa;_o Infantile Fundamental - SEF], Brasilia.
137pp. This book recounts the evolution of environmental education in Brazil. It provides information to
technicians and teachers and those interested in the development and practice of environmental education,
on the Brazilianeducational system, the relevant authorities responsiblefor administration of public policies,
on what has been achieved,and perspectives for the future, besides the implications and strategies for this
conservation strategy as a cross-cutting theme in all school curricula.
Question 190,
The text of the Conventionon BiologicalDiversityhasbeentranslatedand publishedin Portuguese.'It is available
at: www.mma.gov,br/biodiversidade/relpub.htmLIt has not been translated into any Indigenous language.
No efforts have been made to make the CBD language more accessible (for example, to children and the
public). No measures have been taken to divulge the text of the CBDto the public. The CBD Handbook has
not been translated into Portuguese.
Question 191.
ProgramaNac/ona/de Educa_SoAmbiental[National Programme of Environmental Education]. The project
Imp/anta_So de Pb/os de Educa_,_oAmbienta/ e D/fusSo de Pr_ticas Sustent_veis[Establishment of
Environmental Education PoPesand Diffusion of Sustainable Practices] aims to set up 27 Environmental
Education nuclei, one in each state. Each nucleus will promote and manage environmental education

er
activities fn the state. The project will provide support for 57 projects during 2000-2003. Twenty-two
projects had received support by November 2001.
ProgramaNaturezae $ociedade[Nature and SocietyProgramme]. A programme of the InstitutoZnternaciona/
de Educable do Bras//- ]ZEB [International Education Institute of Brazil - IIEB] for the training and
capacity-building of professionals in environmental issues. Support is provided for researchers, academics,
prpfessionalsand community leaders foPtraining in environmental conservation. The project was begun in
1991, in collaboration with the International Development Group (IDG) of the State University of New York
- SUNY.World Wildlife Fund - Brazil has been a collaborator since 1995. Financial support is provided by
the Netherlands Embassy,the United States A_ency for International Development - USAIDand the Ford
Foundation.
FundoNac/ona/doMeioAmbiente- FNMA[National Environment Fund]. PublicAnnouncement No. 7/2002.
Announcedsupport for institutional networks (or people and institutions) on informal environmental education
which promote studies on practices and methodologiesand their diffusion, stimulating as such the exchange
of experiences and creating partnerships for demonstrative actions among environmental educators. The
networks will contribute to the $istema Brasi/eirode £nforrnaF_osobre Educa_o Ambiental e Prgticas'
$ustentgveis- $IBEA[Brazilian Information System on Environmental Education and SustainablePracticesSIBEA]. Resources expected for the support of projects are approximately R$1,5 million. The projects
approved were:
· "Strengthening the Rede Pau#stade Educable Ambienta/- REPEA[Paulista Network of Environmental
Education - REPEA]"- Institute de Educa_6oe PesquisaAmbienta/ C/ncoElementos[Five Elements
Educational arid Environmental Research Institute];
· "Weaving Citizenship - Rede Bras//e/rade Educa_6oArnb/enta/[Brazilian Network of Environmental
Education]" - Inst/tuto ECOARpara a C/dadania[ECOARInstitute for Citizenship];
· "Organization of the Rede Pantana/de Educable Ambienta/[Pantanal Network of Environmental
Education]" - Eco/ogiae A_o - ECOA[Ecology and Action - ECOA];
· "Organization of the Rede'Acreana de Educa_o Amb/enta/[Acreana Network of Environmental
Education]" - Federal University of Acre;
· "Weaving Environmental Education Networks in the _SouthRegion"- Vale do Itajai University Foundation.
Information at www.mma,gov.br_fnm_.
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Furthercommentson relativ_ priority and on availabilityof resources
Questions 194 and :1.95.
The sectors consulted were in disagreement in their perceptions regarding compliance with this article.
Deforestation, fires, air pollution, and water pollution are given high priority by both government and
society but with little effect due to conflicts with political-economic and political-sectoral interests.
Brazilianenvironmental legislation is well advanced and requires impact studies for environmental licensing.
The Environmental Crimes Law provides for punitive measuresfor environmental degradation.
Programade Preven_Oo
e Controle
"deQueirnadas
e IncOndios
Florestais
na Amaz_niaLegal-PROARCO
[Prevention and Control Programme for Forest and SavannahFires in the Legal Amazon - PROARCO].See
comments on Question 140.
S/sterna de ProtegSoda Amazfin/a- $IPAM [Amazon Protection System - SIPAH] - See comments on
Question 30.
Env/ronmenta/Restorat/on
I.

~

Pro]etode GestaoIntegrada [Integrated Administration and Management Project]. Projects of Integrated
Hanagement in the Brazilianstates and Legal Amazon of the ProgramaP//otopara a Prote_So_s F/orestas
Trop/ca/sdo Bras//PPGZ[Pilot Program for the Protection of the Tropical Forests of Brazil PPG7.
ProgramaNac/ona/de F/orestas- PNF [National Program for Forests - PNF]. Monitoring and control of
deforestation. See: www.ibam_gov, br.
Ministry of the Environment (HHA). The Ministry of the Environment has concentrated on actions related
to desertification in Brazilfrom 1995 to 1999 through the TechnicalCooperation Project UNDP/HMA/FGEB/
BRA/93/036. Directiveshavebeen establishedfor the Po/it/caNadona/de Contro/eda Desert/£/cag_o
[National
Policy on the Control of Desertification].
ProgramaAgr/cu/turade Prec/sSo[Precision Agriculture Programme]. The aim of this programme is to use
modern technologies to reduce the use of fertilizers and pesticides and herbicides in order to achieve
greater competitiveness to meet the growing demand for healthier environmental technologies. Satellites
and other tools can generate information promoting improved soil use. The Precision Agriculture Program
will assist rural producers, agroindustries, and cooperatives, by transferring research results and new
technologies to the sector, in association with universities, research centres, agribusiness, rural extension
services and users. The EmpresaBrasileirade PosquisaAgropecugr/a- EMBRAPA[Brazilian Agricultural and
Cattle-Breeding ResearchCompany - EMBRAPA]and the Ministry of Agriculture and Supply are responsible
for the programme. Budget for 2000-2003 is R$89.2 million.
Programa de Aval/a95o do Potent/a/Sustent6ve/dos Recursos V/vosda Zona EconSm/ca Exc/us/va/MMAREV[ZEE[Programmefor Assessingthe SustainablePotential of the LiveResourcesof the ExclusiveEconomic
Zone/HHA - REVIZEE].The purpose of this programme is to survey the sustainable potential for the
capture of the living resources in our Zona Eeon_m/caExc/us/va- ZEE [Exclusive EconomicZone - ZEE],
which extends from the external limit of the territorial sea, 12 miles wide, to 200 nautical miles from the
coast, covering as such about 3.5 million km2.The REVIZEEis a result of a commitment assumed by Brazil

1
when it ratified the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea in 1988 (effective since 16t_November,
1994), the concepts of which have boon incorporated into our national legislation through the 1988 Federal
Constitution and Law No.8617, 4_ January, 1993. Goals of the REVIZEEinclude: to inventory the living
resources in the ZEEand the environmental characteristics from the places where they occur, determine
their biomass, establish the sustainable capture potentials.
PrograrnaG/oba/de Obaervag_odos Oceanos- GOOS- BrasH[GlobalOcean Observing System - GOOSBrazil]; This programme, created by the Corrl/ss_o Oceanogr_f/ca Intergovernamenta/COI
[Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission - COIl, in cooperation with the World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP), and taking into account the
dispositions of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea [UNCLOS),and the Agenda 21. The
17th chapter of Agenda 21 states the need to develop a SistemaGlobalde Observag5o[Global Observation
System] to better understand and monitor ocean changes and their effects. This is all the more vital
considering the enormous area of sea under Brazil'sjurisdiction and national interest in its sustainable
development. The Piano de Zmp/ementa_o do GOOS [GOOS Implementation Plan] defines five main
modules: Evaluation; forecasting and climate monitoring; evaluation and monitoring of marine living
resources; monitoring administration and management of the coastal zone; evaluation and forecasting of
the ocean's health; and marine meteorological services and operational services in Oceanography.
Prograrnade Conserva_o deSo/osnaAgricu/tura]Agricultural Soil Conservation Programme]. The purpose
of this program is to work with small rural producers and technicians from the agricultural sector and local
public organs to divulge practices in soil and water use directed for their conservation, as well as carrying
out activities for the recovery of agricultural areas which have been degraded. The work focuses on the
hydrographical microbasinsthrough technical cooperative agreements. Principalactivities include: financing
the use of soil correctives (PRO-SOLO);correction, conservation and the preservation of agricultural soils;
and research and development on soil and water management and conservation.The institution responsible
is the Secretariat of Rural Support and Cooperatives [Seeretar/a de apo/o Rura/e Cooperat/v/srrlo]
of the
Ministry of Agriculture and Supply. The budget in the Pluri-annual Plan (PPA) is R$581.7 million. The main
results obtained to date are: establishment of about 40 demonstration units for the generation, testing and
divulgement of management and conservation techniques for agricultural soil and water, which are adapted
to the differing social and economical realities of the country; implementation of eight projects in the midwest and south; creation of 15 new technologies for the recovery of the productive capacity of soils;
application of R$165.1 million to about 1.9 million ha of agricultural land, benefiting about 14,200 producers.
PrograrnaConserva_o Ambienta/de Reg/_es M/neradas[Programme for Environmental Conservation in
Mining Regions]. The purpose of this programme is to implement measures to avoid or attenuate the
environmental impacts of mining, providing for environmental recuperation in the areas exploited. Budget:
RS16.1 million. The main principle activities include: the transfer of technologiesfor environmental recovery
in the Peruvian Amazon; environmental studies in areas reserved for mining; environmental monitoring
and protection of areas subject to mining. Decree No.97632, dated from May 10_ 1989, regulates the
restoration of areas degraded by mining activities. Decree No.99274, dated from 3une 06_ 1990, regulates
environmental licensing for mining activities.
PrograrnaBras//JogaL/mpo [Brazil "Plays Clean" Programme]. This programme is designed to stimulate
measures such as: recycling and selective waste collection; the establishment of demonstrative projects for
the integrated management of residual solids and environmental sanitation; establishment of an
environmental information system related to the management of urban waste; and the elaboration of
norms on waste treatment. The Ministry of Environment is responsible for the programme. The budget in
the Pluri-annual Plan (2000-2003) is R$76.8 million. Available at www.abrasil.gov,br.
There are environmental restoration initiatives in a number of Brazilianstates, including SEoPaulo(Prograrna
de Despolu/_o do Rio Tiet_ [Cleaning the Rio Tiet_]; and Prograrnade Reeomposi_o da Vegeta_o em
Cubat_o [Recovery Programme for Vegetation Cover in Cubat§o]) and Rio de ._aneiro (Programa de
Despoluic_o da Baia de Guanabara [Cleaning the Guanabara Bay]).
Pilot projects have been set up in Northeast of Brazil specifically to combat desertification.
PrograrnaNacJonalde GerendarnentoCosteiro- GERCO[National Programme for Coastal Administration
and Hanagement - GERCO].A survey of coastal pollution.

The ProgramaNac/ona/do Meio AmbienteI!- PNM4 II [National Environment Programme II - PNMAII]
has an environmental licensing and monitoring component, which includes institutional strengthening and
meas_Jresfor training and capacity-building.
ProgamaPantana/[Pantanal Programme]. A programme for the improvement of tourist infrastructure and
to stimulate other regionally appropriate economic activities, such as aquaculture. Budget in the Pluriannual Plan (2000-2003) is R$261.5 million. Activities include: research in investment opportunities; creation
of new tourist itineraries; signs and signposts for travelling tourists, fisheries management and the promotion
of aquaculture in the Pantanalof the upper Rio Paraguay Basin· Activities in the upper Rio Paraguaybasin
(in the initial stages) also include: monitoring environmentalquality; creating protected areas,water resources
management; basic sanitation (waste, sewers)
The Ecological-EconomicalZoning. Foreseesthe agroecological zoning, see question 70
Projetode Monitoramentode,_reasDesflorestadas
na Amaz_niaLega/- PRODES[Project for the Monitoring
of Deforested Areas in the Amazon Region - PRODES]/ Instituto Naciona/de Pesquisa$Espaciais-INPE
[National Institute for Space research - INPE]. See comments on Question 33.
Eighty fire brigades were' created in protected areas. The following departments are involved: FUNAI,
EMBRAPA,Fire Department, ForestPolice,Funda_o Naciona/deSaSdeFUNAS4[National Health Foundation
- FUNASA], the Instituto Naciona/de Coloniza_o e Reforma Agr6ria - INCRA [National Institute for
Colonizationand Agrarian Reform- INCRA}, Radio stations, the National Airport Authority - INFRAERO,and
the Military Police.
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